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South African Mint coin launch commemorating Nobel Prize Winner J.M Coetzee

Launch of Convict Past Heritage Gold Coin Collection in Tasmania

Dear Collector
Welcome to the May Mint Issue. Time has
been ﬂying by this year and the Mint has
been busy releasing and promoting new
coins across Australia.
The theme that has attracted the most
attention has been, of course, the Royal
Wedding! The release of these stunning
coins were broadcast all over the country
but if you didn’t get a chance to hear about
it, check out page 5 in this Mint Issue for
your ﬁrst look!
And to further celebrate this royal milestone
we have gone into our vault and reminisced
over our past royal collection. Not wanting
to keep the memories to ourselves we have
put the complete collection of the Royal
Australian Mint’s royal products on public
display, the ﬁrst being produced in 1977!
There is also the opportunity to view some
one-off products that were made for just
Her Majesty The Queen herself!
Another milestone that we have celebrated
on coins recently is the UNESCO’s World
Heritage Listing of some of Australia’s
convict sites. To launch this Set, we travelled
to one of the sites, Cascades Female Factory,
and held a joint launch with the Port Arthur
Historic Sites Management Authority where
the Tasmanian Premier, the Hon Lara
Giddings and the Tasmanian Minister for
Environment, Parks and Heritage, the Hon
Brian Wightman also ofﬁciated. The Convict
Past Heritage Gold Coin Collection was well
received and the responsible authorities

were very pleased that the release
of this set would further promote their
heritage sites.

Centenary of
International
Women’s Day

Earlier in March we were also invited
to a special event in Adelaide by the
South African Mint to help launch a new
commemorative coin celebrating Nobel
Prize winner J.M Coetzee. It was a pleasure
working with the South African Mint and
I look forward to working with them and
other countries on similar matters in
the future.

2011 20c Rolled Circulating Coin

As always, there are many more
exciting products on show in this Mint
Issue including the much-awaited
2011 Fine Silver Year Set and with silver
prices soaring this collectible is deﬁnitely
worth checking out. And this year we have
a special Two Coin Fine Silver Year Set
featuring Australia’s 1 and 2 cent coins
to mark the passing of 21 years since
these coins were removed from our
circulating currency.

Price:

On 8 March 2011, the world celebrated the centenary
of International Women’s Day. To recognise this
milestone a special circulating 20c rolled coin has
been produced by the Royal Australian Mint. This
commemorative coin pays tribute to the past and
future contributions of Australian women to the
development of Australia’s prosperity.

$14.00

410017

Rolled Coin still available:
2010 20c Centenary of
Australian Taxation Ofﬁce

803424

2009 $1 Centenary of the
Age Pension

802906 $29.95

$14.00
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Happy collecting,

Ross MacDiarmid
Chief Executive Ofﬁcer
Royal Australian Mint
Cover image: Cascades Female Factory courtesy of Jenelle
McMahon, Dragi Markovic and the Department of Sustainability,
Environment, Water, Population and Communities.

Please note: Coins are rolled through an automatic process, therefore the display
of reverse and obverse designs on each coin roll cannot be guaranteed.
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Royal WeddingCollection

2011 $1 Pad Printed Coins

Commemorative Royal Coins

Our new pad printed Air Series coins have already
been an overwhelming hit with collectors even though
they were only released in March. The ﬁrst two designs
– the Crimson Rosella and the Kookaburra – include
such intricate detail that they look ready to ﬂy right
off the coin.

To ﬁttingly commemorate this signiﬁcant
Commonwealth event, the Royal Australian Mint
welcomes the honour and responsibility of producing
ofﬁcial Australian coins celebrating both the
engagement and marriage of HRH Prince William
and Miss Catherine Middleton.

2011 $1 Unc Coin – Crimson Rosella

310053

2011 $1 Unc Coin – Kookaburra

310062

Price:

$14.95

Nominal specifications | $1 | Al/Bronze | 9.00 g | 25.00 mm | frosted uncirculated |
pad printed | unlimited | C. Goodall

Missed out on the Land or Ocean Series pad
printed coins? Visit your local coin dealer today!
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Air Series

2010 50c Selectively Gold Plated Two Coin Set
Regally housed in a wooden case bearing the ofﬁcial
wedding crest, this two coin set includes both of the
eye-catching selectively gold plated Royal Engagement
and Royal Wedding coins. One payment secures both
coins and is your opportunity to own a very limited
Royal commemorative set as the proof coins are not sold
separately. Limited to a worldwide mintage of 10 000.
Price:

$175.00

210057

Nominal specifications | 50c | Ag 99.9% | 18.24 g | 31.51 mm | selectively gold plated |
10000 | S. Devlin and V. Gottwald

2010 50c Royal Engagement Uncirculated Coin
This inexpensive coin-in-card will be a popular
souvenir of the Royal Engagement and a chance for
all Australians to celebrate our country’s ongoing
traditional link with Great Britain.
Price:

$8.95

310070

Nominal specifications
50c | Cu/Nickel | 15.55 g | 31.51 mm | uncirculated | unlimited | S. Devlin
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2011 $5 Gold Proof Coin – Fremantle Prison

2011 CONVICT HERITAGE SITES SIX COIN GOLD PROOF COLLECTION

This exclusive set released by the Royal Australian Mint has already captured the attention of
an enthusiastic coin collecting audience. These are the only ofﬁcial collectible coins marking
the inclusion of signiﬁcant Australian convict sites onto the UNESCO World Heritage List in a
rare ‘group nomination’, which places Australian convict history as part of a larger global story.
The strong designs on the coins in this gold set celebrate the unique beginnings
of modern Australia and will be a highlight of any superior collection. The great news is that it
is still not too late to join the program, but you must act quickly whilst stocks last! Simply pay
the total cost upfront and you are guaranteed to receive all six coins as part of this series.
We released the ﬁrst two coins in the exclusive six coin case in March and we are now releasing
the next two stunning gold proof coins – Fremantle Prison and Cascades Female Factory.

This site, used as a barracks for male convicts
between 1852 and 1886, was built by convicts
petitioned for by free settlers from the Swan River
colony, after the abolition of transportation in the
eastern colonies in 1850.
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Convict Past

2011 $5 Gold Proof Coin – Cascades Female Factory
This factory was Van Diemen’s Land’s largest
establishment for the punishment of convict women
and served also to punish female reoffenders in
the colony for transgressions such as insolence,
drunkenness and being absent without leave. The fruit
of their labour made an important contribution to the
development of the new colonies through the sewing
of clothing, spinning yarn and laundry services.
Price:

$720.00

210026

Nominal specifications | $5 | Au 99.99% | 1/25 troy ounce | 14 mm | proof |
3000 | W. Pietranik

Port Arthur

Hyde Park Barracks
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(Previously released)
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2011 SIX COIN
FINE SILVER YEAR SET

2011 TWO COIN
FINE SILVER SET

Over 60 grams of ﬁne silver!

21st Anniversary of the
cessation of 1c and 2c coins

The ﬁne silver year set produced by the Royal
Australian Mint has long been regarded as the
pinnacle of any coin collection. Our dedicated team of
professionals carefully oversee each step of the coin
production process. We begin with dies produced from
very clean and high quality steel, which are machined
and hardened in a vacuum furnace, then grit blasted
with ﬁne zirconium powder. Each die is then hand
polished using diamond paste to produce our world
standard mirror ﬁnish. Of course, we only use the
highest quality silver blanks to impress our superior
designs on and produce stunning silver proof coins.
Each coin is then packed into air-tight capsules and
housed in an exquisite solid timber case. With over
60 grams of silver included in each set, it’s no wonder the
Fine Silver Year Sets are so highly revered by collectors
and those wishing to celebrate a special milestone.
ORDER YOUR SET TODAY!
Price:

$295.00

210037

It has been 21 years since the then Australian
Government Treasurer Paul Keating announced,
during his budget speech on 21 August 1990,
the cessation of one and two cent coins.
These coins have enjoyed many memorable moments
in Australian numismatic history but none more so
than during the Sydney 2000 Summer Olympic Games,
when the bronze winners medals were made at the
Royal Australian Mint from returned 1 and 2 cent coins.
These 2011 dated coins pay homage to these two ﬁne
examples of past circulating coinage by producing
them in ﬁne silver. The proof version of Stuart Devlin’s
feather-tailed glider and the frilled neck lizard are
simply stunning and capture all of the intricate
details that these two native animals are renowned
for. All collectors should have at least one set in
their collection – to mark this moment in Australian
numismatic history.
Price:

$80.00

210042
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803469

P
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remium Collector Kit

2011 special kit for new coin collectors

They say people born in the Year of the Rabbit are
articulate, talented and ambitious individuals.
It is also said that rabbits are synonymous with good
luck and have the uncanny ability of always making
the right choices.
If you were born in 1939, 1963, 1975, 1987 or 1999
then you already know that you are a person of honour
with exceptional taste. With that in mind, these coins
are the perfect addition to your collection or as a gift
for all newborns in 2011.

The Royal Australian Mint’s premium collector kit
provides the necessary tools to make any collector
look like an expert. To get you started we also include
three 2010 uncirculated privy mark coins, three 2010
circulating coins, two gift vouchers, a list of contact
details for Australian Coin Clubs and a handy, take
anywhere carry case.
NOW YOU ARE READY TO LOCATE
THAT NEXT RARE COIN. ENJOY!
Price:

2011 $10 Gold Proof Coin

803469

2011 $1 Silver Proof Coin

809103

2011 $1 Uncirculated Coin

803467

$95.00

710000

$265.00
$45.00
$12.95

809103

Visit www.ramint.gov.au for nominal specifications.
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australian
wool history
through coin design

310011

These coins celebrate the signiﬁcant role wool played
in the economic and cultural development of Australia
becoming one of the world’s largest wool-producing
countries. They also represent a unique link with past
and present Australian currency.

Australian Wool
2011 Two Coin Proof Year Set

210013

2011 Two Coin Uncirculated Set 310011

$45.00
$15.00

australia
remembers

War Historians
2011 20c Uncirculated Coin
In 2011 we recognise Australian war historians
who, to this day, shaped our perception of conﬂict
via unbiased and independent documenting and
recording in perilous conditions. The reverse design
of this $1 coin is based on an image from the
Australian War Memorial.
Price :

$6.95

310030

Nominal specifications
20c | Cu/Nickel | 11.30 g | 28.52 mm | uncirculated | unlimited | W. Pietranik

Mintmark – Ram's Head Dollar
2011 $1 Uncirculated Mintmark
310022
& Privy Mark Four Coin Set

$15.00

2011 $1 Silver Proof
‘C’ Mintmark Coin

Have you missed out on any of our other
Australia Remembers Coins?

$45.00

Australian Service Nurses

210015

210013

310030

Check your local coin dealer.

Lost Soldiers of Fromelles – Few remaining
Price :

$6.95

803451

803451

210015

311022
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2011 Standard Circulating Coin Designs

2011 20c Uncirculated Coin

The perfect way to get into coins, or to rekindle a
long lost hobby, is to start collecting year sets. This set
includes each of the six circulating denominations and
is available in proof or uncirculated ﬁnishes, making
it a great gift idea to celebrate a birthday, anniversary
or special milestone in 2011.

From the themed coin-in-card packaging to the
innovative obverse and reverse coin design that
creates the illusion of a six-stitcher cricket ball,
this coin has certainly hit collectors for six and is
still available for a limited time before the umpires
call “SOLD OUT”. Act quickly to add it to your coin
team today.

$120.00
Price: $30.00

Price:

210006
Price:
310006

$6.95

310013

Please visit www.ramint.gov.au for nominal specifications.

Nominal specifications
20c | Cu/Nickel | 11.30 g | 28.52 mm | uncirculated | unlimited | W. Pietranik

60th anniversary
of national service

150th running of
the melbourne cup

2011 50c Uncirculated Coin

2010 50c Uncirculated Coin

This coin recognises the vital role and contribution
made by National Servicemen in Australia’s history
and is a proud addition to the Royal Australian Mint’s
military themed coin collection.

This design captures the pivotal moment of riders and
horses crossing the winning post. This coin is a great
way to mark the longevity of the ‘race that stops a nation’
and destined to be a winner in any collection.

Price:

$8.95

803414

Nominal specifications
50c | Cu/Nickel | 15.55 g | 31.51 mm | uncirculated | unlimited | W. Pietranik

Price:

$8.95
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T

Proof Set
Uncirculated Set

LD

210006

the ashes

SO

310006

six coin year sets

803420

THE ONLY OFFICIAL 150TH ANNIVERSARY ‘CUP’ SOUVENIR
COIN ENDORSED BY THE VICTORIA RACING CLUB.
Nominal specifications
50c | Cu/Nickel | 15.55 g | 31.51 mm | uncirculated | unlimited | W. Pietranik
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2011
Australian Wedding
Coin Collection
Whether you are looking for a gift for an upcoming
wedding, anniversary or adding this 2011 coin set
to your yearly collection, you cannot go past these
six Australian coins in a stunning proof ﬁnish.
The beautiful leatherette case, individually
encapsulated coins and a silver plaque to inscribe your
own personal message will add your personal touch to
modern and cultural practices of giving money.
Price:

$120.00

Australian Baby Coin Sets
2011 Australian Baby Proof Coin Set
This set includes a 40 mm pad printed Blinky Bill medallion
and all six standard 2011 Australian circulating coin designs.
A stunning proof ﬁnish combined with a leatherette case
and bright themed packaging makes it a perfect gift for the
newborn and children with special birthdays or as a unique
collectible from 2011.
Price:

$145.00

210007

210007

210008

2011 Australian Baby Unc Coin Set
The real collectible in this six coin set is the $1 coin.
Featuring Blinky Bill creator Dorothy Wall, collectors have
long known that this coin is the jewel in the crown and a
unique collectible in its own right. Add to that a pad printed
medallion, the 5c, 10c, 20, 50c and $2 uncirculated coins
and you have a set of Australian coins ﬁt for a new prince
and princess or even the elder coin collecting statesmen.
Price:

$35.00

310007

Visit www.ramint.gov.au
for nominal specifications.

310007
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GOOD AS GOLD

801699

Premium Level Gold Coins

The Royal Australian Mint continues to produce a
variety of dazzling gold coins for the collector market
and here are some worthy suggestions, with varying
mintages and prices, to add to or start your own gold
coin portfolio.

Price:

Introductory Level Gold Coins

Price:

SO

LD

OU

T

801599

Each collector has a different preference as to why
they outlay some very serious dollars for gold coins.
For some the simple pleasure of a gold coin’s
captivating splendour is all they need. For others it’s
the low mintage, coin weight, design, theme and price.

2009 40th Anniversary of the
Australian 50c Circulating Coin
$2995.00

801965

801965

TAGE
LOW MINprices
9
0
at 20

Mintage: 800 | Precious metal mass: 33.63 grams per coin

2009 25th Anniversary of the
Australian $1 Circulating Coin
$1950.00

801967

Mintage: 1000 | Precious metal mass: 21.52 grams per coin

Little Dinkums $5 Gold Proof Coins
801967
801892

801882

These miniature gold coins have been popular with
coin collectors for the past two years. Perhaps it’s the
affordable investment into the gold market or the fact
that these gold coins make brilliant gifts.
Price:

Exclusive Level Gold Coins

$95.00

Mintage: 10 000 | Precious metal mass: 1.24 grams per coin
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Exclusive
Australian Efﬁgy
of Queen Elizabeth II
featured on all six
coins in this set.

2010 Gold Proof Set
This beautiful set of gold proof coins includes an
exclusive Australian efﬁgy of Queen Elizabeth II.
Display your coins in the removable timber stand
and appreciate both sides of these magniﬁcent coins.
Price:

$6995.00

803400

Mintage: 500 | Precious metal mass: 113 grams per coin set

802150

803400
802156
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Royal WeddingCollection
The design we have created perfectly captures the
new Royal couple. This design is approved by the
Palace and the envy of the world, celebrating this
Royal milestone on a coin design.

210057

2011 50c Selectively Gold Plated Royal Wedding Coin
The selective gold plating gives a majestic touch to
this stunning proof 50c coin. This coin is part of a two
coin set which includes the Royal Engagement coin.
Buy now while stocks last. (Proof coins not sold
separately, see page 5 for full details.)

2011 20c Circulating Royal Wedding Rolled Coin
Another great addition to your rolled coin collection, but
buy early as there will be strong demand for this product.
Price:

$14.00

410014

410014

2011 50c Uncirculated Royal Wedding Coin
This coin-in-card is an inexpensive way to share in the
pomp and ceremony of one of the most anticipated
Royal Weddings of the last decade. It also makes a
great accompaniment to the Royal Engagement
uncirculated coin-in-card product.
Price:

$8.95

310072

310072

Royal Australian Mint
1300 652 020 8.30 am to 5.00 pm Mon – Fri AEDST (cost of local call Australia-wide)
International Tel: +61 2 6202 6800
Fax: +61 2 6202 6953
Mail: Royal Australian Mint, Locked Bag 31, Kingston ACT 2604, Australia
Website and E-shop: www.ramint.gov.au
Contact details:
Tel:

© Commonwealth of Australia 2011

N.B – Coins shown in this catalogue are not actual size unless stated. All new 2011 released products
will be available from 10.00 am on 9 May 2011 from the Mint Coin Shop. All prices include GST.

